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What are not covered under Takaful As Syifa'?
The following treatment, items, conditions, activities and
their related or consequential expenses are excluded from the
Certificate and We shall not be liable for :

9. Pregnancy, miscarriage or childbirth, menopause, perimenopausal symptoms include hormonal replacement
therapy, polycystic ovarian syndrome and related conditions.

1. Cost or expenses incurred for sickness contracted within the

10. Prosthesis, corrective devices and medical appliances

waiting period of thirty (30) days from the commencement date
of certificate or endorsement;

which are not surgically required, treatment by a family
by Western European or North American standards;

2. Pre-Existing Conditions defined and / or as agreed by the
Company in writing prior to the commencement date of
Certificate;

11. Traditional Chinese medicine, homeopathy, acupuncture
Unani medicine, Ayurveda, chiropractic and osteopathy
treatments;

3. Any condition that is or becomes chronic will be excluded
although the certificate will continue to cover any acute phases
of that condition;

12. All costs relating to cornea, muscular, skeletal or human
organ or tissue transplant from a donor to a recipient and all
expenses directly or indirectly related to organ transplantation;

4. The following specified illnesses are not covered:
a. all kinds of cancer;
b. genetic conditions;
c. Alzheimer’s, Dementia, Parkinson’s Disease;
d. Autoimmune Disease;
e. Regular or long-term kidney dialysis in chronic or end-stage
kidney failure.
5. Routine medical examinations or check-ups, routine eye or ear
examinations, vaccinations, medical certificates, examinations
for employment or travel, spectacles, contact lenses, hearing
aids, acne and primary hirsutism or related medical conditions,
Vitamins, supplements, interferon injections and similar
medicine, all dental treatment or oral surgery related to teeth

What is the meaning of Takaful?
6. Cosmetic treatment or surgery including non-complicated

13. Treatment of emotional, mental or psychiatric illness,
psychological disorders, self –inflicted injury, suicide, drug
addiction or abuse, alcohol and substance abuse;
14. Sexually transmitted diseases and any treatment or test in
connection with Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
or any AIDS related conditions or diseases;
15. Elective overseas treatment for non-emergency or chronic
medical conditions where covered treatment can reasonably be
postponed until the Person Covered returns to Brunei;
16. Experimental or pioneering or advanced medical and surgical
techniques;
17. Any expenses incurred as a result of engaging in active service
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8. Tests or treatment related to infertility, contraception,
sterilization, impotence, sexual dysfunction, birth defects,
congenital illnesses, hereditary conditions, genetic conditions,
any abortion performed, any cryo preservation, implantation
or re-implantation of living cells;

weapon or device or chemical or biological agent or radioactive
contamination, including but not limited to expenses in any way
caused or contributed to by an Act of Terrorism or war;
20. Travel costs in respect of trips made specifically for the
purpose of obtaining medical treatment (unless in the course of
an approved Emergency Medical Evacuation) and all Emergency
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Schedule of Benefit
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Overall Annual Limit
Contribution
28. Diagnostic procedures or devices
to correct hearing including
Adult
but not limited to including hearing aids and cochlear implants;
B. Cancer Cover & Hospital Allowance
Cancer Cover (Life Time Limit)
Hospital Allowance (Daily maximum up to 65 days)

29. Any circumcision whether or not due to illness or infection;
30. Treatment for obesity, weight reduction or weight
Contribution
improvement;
Adult / Child
Important Information:

31. Non-medical
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1. The above contribution is for standard life only. Substandard life is subject to medical review.
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procedures
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bythe
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the Person
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to the Person
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when in
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MedicalMedical
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5. Accident
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Outpatient
and Accident
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DentalDental
Treatment
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Company
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the for
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necessary
necessary
expenses
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of suchoftransportation
such transportation
and communications
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and alland all
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is injured
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as aofresult
an accident
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and is given
usual
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and customary
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chargescharges
incurredincurred
in suchinservices
such services
treatment
treatment
as an outpatient
as an outpatient
in a hospital,
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reimbursement
reimbursement
will be willusual
be and
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by the Assistance
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Company.
Company.
made for
made
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for the charges
and treatment
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medicalmedical
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and Payment
and Payment
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Medical
Medical
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Repatriation
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Diagnostic
Diagnostic
Services
Services
The Assistance
The Assistance
Company
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for the return
for theof
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Darussalam
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X-Ray X-Ray
or other
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procedures
orderedordered
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stated
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in Schedule
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and Payment
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Emergency
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TheAssistance
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Card): Card):
YourYour
Name Name
Takaful
Takaful
Certificate
Certificate
NumberNumber

Option
Option
A : Outpatient
A : Outpatient
Due Due
to Illness
to Illness
Treatment
Treatment
Coverage
Coverage
Medically
Medically
necessary
necessary
treatment
treatment
provided
provided
to Person
to Person
CoveredCovered
who is not
whoaisregistered
not a registered
in-patient
in-patient
at a Hospital
at a Hospital
and defined
and defined
as :
as :
1. General
1. General
Outpatient
Outpatient
Services
Services

3. Outpatient
3. Outpatient
Laboratory
Laboratory
and X-ray
andServices
X-ray Services

Laboratory
Laboratory
testing,testing,
radiographic
radiographic
and nuclear
and nuclear
medicine
medicine
Outpatient
Outpatient
ServicesServices
provided
provided
by or on
bythe
or on
order
theoforder
a Physician
of a Physician
procedures
procedures
used to
used
diagnose
to diagnose
or treat
or medical
treat medical
conditions.
conditions.
who is licensed
who is licensed
as a General
as a General
Practitioner.
Practitioner.
Such services
Such services
must be
must
provided
be provided
by or ordered
by or ordered
by a Physician.
by a Physician.
Specialised
Specialised
investigations
investigations
including
including
CT scans,
CT scans,
MRI, PET
MRI,Scan,
PET Scan,
Amyloid
Amyloid
Scan etcScan
are subject
etc are subject
to co-takaful
to co-takaful
stated on
stated
the Schedule.
on the Schedule.
2. Specialist
2. Specialist
Outpatient
Outpatient
Services
Services
4. Outpatient
4. Outpatient
Prescription
Prescription
Outpatient
Outpatient
ServicesServices
provided
provided
by or on
bythe
or on
order
theoforder
a Physician
of a Physician
Drugs Drugs
who is who
licensed
is licensed
as a Specialist
as a Specialist
or Consultant
or Consultant
and to and
whom
to whom
the the
Theand
saleuse
and
of use
drugs
of and
drugsmedications,
and medications,
which which
is legally
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Person Person
CoveredCovered
has been
hasreferred
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to by a to
General
by a General
Practitioner
PractitionerThe sale
restricted
restricted
to the order
to theoforder
a Physician,
of a Physician,
and prescribed
and prescribed
for use for
by use by
the Person
the Person
CoveredCovered
as an Outpatient.
as an Outpatient.
CoveredCovered
for Outpatient
for Outpatient
ServicesServices
is subject
is subject
to the to
Limit
the and
Limit and
Deductible
Deductible
stated stated
on theon
Schedule.
the Schedule.
The deductible
The deductible
shall beshall be
applicable
applicable
on a perondisability
a per disability
per Person
per Person
CoveredCovered
basis. basis.

Option
Option
B : Cancer
B : Cancer
and Hospital
and Hospital
Allowance
Allowance
Coverage
Coverage
1. Cancer
1. Cancer
Coverage
Coverage
will be will
paidbe
in paid
an amount
in an amount
equal toequal
the sum
to the
actually
sum actually
chargedcharged
for suchfor
cancer
such cancer
treatment
treatment
provided
provided
by hospital
by hospital
or a or a
registered
registered
cancer cancer
treatment
treatment
provided
however
the maximum
for all cancer
treatment
shall
not exceed
centre, centre,
provided
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What are not covered under Takaful As Syifa'?
The following treatment, items, conditions, activities and
their related or consequential expenses are excluded from the
Certificate and We shall not be liable for :

9. Pregnancy, miscarriage or childbirth, menopause, perimenopausal symptoms include hormonal replacement
therapy, polycystic ovarian syndrome and related conditions.

1. Cost or expenses incurred for sickness contracted within the

10. Prosthesis, corrective devices and medical appliances

waiting period of thirty (30) days from the commencement date
of certificate or endorsement;

which are not surgically required, treatment by a family
by Western European or North American standards;

2. Pre-Existing Conditions defined and / or as agreed by the
Company in writing prior to the commencement date of
Certificate;

11. Traditional Chinese medicine, homeopathy, acupuncture
Unani medicine, Ayurveda, chiropractic and osteopathy
treatments;

3. Any condition that is or becomes chronic will be excluded
although the certificate will continue to cover any acute phases
of that condition;

12. All costs relating to cornea, muscular, skeletal or human
organ or tissue transplant from a donor to a recipient and all
expenses directly or indirectly related to organ transplantation;

4. The following specified illnesses are not covered:
a. all kinds of cancer;
b. genetic conditions;
c. Alzheimer’s, Dementia, Parkinson’s Disease;
d. Autoimmune Disease;
e. Regular or long-term kidney dialysis in chronic or end-stage
kidney failure.
5. Routine medical examinations or check-ups, routine eye or ear
examinations, vaccinations, medical certificates, examinations
for employment or travel, spectacles, contact lenses, hearing
aids, acne and primary hirsutism or related medical conditions,
Vitamins, supplements, interferon injections and similar
medicine, all dental treatment or oral surgery related to teeth

13. Treatment of emotional, mental or psychiatric illness,
psychological disorders, self –inflicted injury, suicide, drug
addiction or abuse, alcohol and substance abuse;
14. Sexually transmitted diseases and any treatment or test in
connection with Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
or any AIDS related conditions or diseases;
15. Elective overseas treatment for non-emergency or chronic
medical conditions where covered treatment can reasonably be
postponed until the Person Covered returns to Brunei;
16. Experimental or pioneering or advanced medical and surgical
techniques;

What is the meaning of Takaful?
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8. Tests or treatment related to infertility, contraception,
sterilization, impotence, sexual dysfunction, birth defects,
congenital illnesses, hereditary conditions, genetic conditions,
any abortion performed, any cryo preservation, implantation
or re-implantation of living cells;

weapon or device or chemical or biological agent or radioactive
contamination, including but not limited to expenses in any way
caused or contributed to by an Act of Terrorism or war;
20. Travel costs in respect of trips made specifically for the
purpose of obtaining medical treatment (unless in the course of
an approved Emergency Medical Evacuation) and all Emergency

What is Takaful As Syifa’ ?
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Why is it important?

Who can participate?
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Maximum
Benefits Per Disability
36. Any costs
or expenses
not expressly covered by the
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unless
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Daily max up to 65 days
reasonably be expected in loss of life or harm to the Person
prior to the commencement of the Certificate;
Surgical Benefits & Day Care Surgery
30, 000
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15, 000
5, 000
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Accidental
and Accidental Dental
24. TheOutpatient
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Pre-Hospital Diagnostic Services
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or at the Follow
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and/or
in
the
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of
the
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500
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100 Company
(within 30 days after discharge)
otherwise in writing by Takaful Brunei Am Sdn Bhd prior to the
physician, the Person Covered can be adequately treated
Local Ambulance Fees
300
300
300
300
inception of the Certificate. This exclusion shall also apply to
locally, or treatment
can be reasonably
delayed N/A
until the Person
Final Care Expenses
700
700
700
transportation
and
medical
treatment
which
Person
Covered
is
Covered returns to Brunei;
Repatriation Expenses
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8, 000
N/A
Maximum
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Treatment Excluding USA, Canada
38. Any expenses for medical evacuation or repatriation where
20%

and sanctioned countries.
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20%

20%

20%

50, 000

N/A
N/A

the Person Covered, in the opinion of the Assistance Company
100, 000
10, 000
as an ordinary passenger without a

Adult
Annual Limit
150, 000
000
25. Overall
Cost arising
out of any litigation or dispute between the 200,physician,
can travel
Child Overall Annual Limit
75, 000
100, 000
Person Covered and any medical person or establishment from
medical
escort.
Emergency Medical Evacuation and Repatriation
1, 000, 000

whom treatment hasContribution
been sought or given, or any other costs
Individual
not specifically related to the payment of the medical expenses 700.00
What
Child
265.00
covered by the Certificate;

270.00 to bring
75.00 when
do410.00
you need
185.00
125.00
N/A
making a claim?

OPTIONAL COVERAGE

A. Outpatient
Treatment
Due to Illness
26. Goods
and Service
Tax and other government tax which may
Maximum Number of Disability Per Certificate Year
be levied on the treatment;
Deductible Per Outpatient Disability
Co Takaful
Specialized Investigations
including
CT Scans, MRI,
27.forCommunicable
diseases
requiring
by PET
lawScan,
isolation or
Amyloid Scan, etc.
quarantine in the event of an epidemic or pandemic;
Overall Annual Limit
Adult

Contribution
28. Diagnostic procedures
or devices to correct hearing including
but not limited to including hearing aids and cochlear implants;

B. Cancer Cover & Hospital Allowance
29. Any circumcision whether or not due to illness or infection;
Cancer Cover (Life Time Limit)
Hospital Allowance (Daily maximum up to 65 days)

30. Treatment for obesity, weight reduction or weight
Contribution
improvement;
Adult / Child
Important Information:

31. Non-medical personal services such as telephone,

1. The above contribution is for standard life only. Substandard life is subject to medical review.
2. Pre- Existing conditions are not covered.
3. Treatment for Illnesses are subject to a 30 day waiting period from date of commencement.

television, newspaper and the like;

4
50

4

4

N/A

50 medical expenses
50
N/A must be
Notice of any
incurred
to Takaful Brunei
Am SdnN/A
Bhd within
50%
50% submitted50%
the incident1,enclosing
the following
:
2, 500
500
N/A
5, 00030 days from
350
450 Claim Form

250

N/A

Copy of Identity Card
Original
20,Bill(s)
000 and Receipt(s)
15, 000
30, 000
N/A
100
50
200 Police Report
N/A
(if applicable)
Letter of Consent (if required)
358.00
268.00
568.00
N/A
Medical Certification of treatment (if required)

4. Geographical Limits are worldwide but exclude USA, Canada and sanctioned countries.
*Subject
otherwise
to terms
andrefer
conditions
of TakafulWording.
Brunei Am Sdn Bhd Certificate
5. For details of
coverage
and exclusions
please
to the Certificate

Takaful Brunei Am Sdn Bhd
Head Office
Unit 9 & 10, Simpang 493, Kg. Beribi
Jalan Gadong BE1118
Tel: +673 244 2222
Delima
Unit A1, Ground Floor, Bangunan Desa Delima
Simpang 44, Kg. Pancha Delima
Jalan Muara BB4513
Department of Labour
Ground Floor, Labour Department
Ministry of Home Affairs, Jalan Dewan Majlis
Bandar Seri Begawan BB3910
Mail Processing Centre (MPC)
Mail Processing Centre, Old Airport,
Berakas BB3510
Tutong
Land Transport Department
Jalan Simpang Tiga Sengkarai
Kampung Serambangun
Tutong TA2541
Seria
Pejabat Pos Seria
Seria KB2733
Kuala Belait
Ground Floor, Plaza Sutera Biru
Jalan Sungai, Kuala Belait KA2331
Tel: +673 334 1083
Temburong
Pejabat Pos Pekan Bangar
Pekan Bangar, Temburong PA1351

TBA Call Centre
+673 224 4000

